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Abstract—Corona on electrified conductors (power lines, transmission lines, and antennas) is a significant source of electromagnetic interference to aircraft. The Townsend integral, which describes breakdown in low-frequency nonuniform fields, is derived from the electron continuity equation. Predictions of corona onset are made using published formulas for net ionization. Measurements of 60-Hz corona onset for an isolated cylindrical monopole are compared with predictions. A corona onset criterion, which describes breakdown in nonuniform radio-frequency fields, is also derived from the electron continuity equation. Measurements of corona onset at 300 MHz for the same isolated cylindrical monopole are compared with predictions. The results confirm that the derived breakdown criteria are good predictors of corona onset both at 60 Hz and 300 MHz for cylindrical geometries in the range 0.1 ≤ \( \tau_p \) ≤ 10 cm-torr. A discussion of the transition frequency between power frequency and high-frequency corona onset is also included.
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I. INTRODUCTION

From the first day of manned flight until now, electrical discharges have played a significant role in aviation incidents and accidents. Best known are the lightning and static discharges that have each claimed their victims;\(^1\) precipitation static poses a significant hazard to flight.

\[^1\] Among the earliest reports are those of the German Naval dirigible L10 that crashed on September 3, 1915, at the mouth of the Elbe with 19 killed after a lightning attachment, and the German Naval dirigible SL9 that crashed and burned on March 30, 1917, in the Baltic sea with 23 people killed after lightning attachment. The Hindenburg tragedy may have resulted from an inadvertent static discharge while mooring. An untold number of fixed-wing aircraft succumbed to lightning before Western governments kept adequate records. Loss of life and aircraft by lightning extends into the present era.

\[^2\] When the U.S. Government required communication and navigation radios in commercial aircraft in the 1930s, the phenomenon was termed “radio range variation” [1]. It was almost ten years before the cause of the interference was correctly identified and a reasonable mitigation implemented. To this day, precipitation static poses a significant hazard to flight.
Loeb [5] attributed a modification of the avalanche expression for nonuniform electric fields to Townsend [6]

\[ i = i_0 e^{\int A \, dx} \]  

(2)

Phillips et al. [7], citing McAllister and Pedersen [8], state that “since the integral of (2) dominates the corona onset condition and that all methods for calculating corona onset are to some extent empirical, the corona onset condition can be written as …”

\[ K = \exp \left( \int_0^d \frac{(\alpha - \eta)}{p} \, dx \right) \]  

(3)

where \( \eta \) is the electron attachment coefficient, \( d \) is the ionization boundary (where \( \alpha = \eta \)), and \( K \) is a constant determined by fitting (3) to experimental data. Using expressions for \( \alpha \) and \( \eta \) developed by Sarma and Janischewskij [9], Pedrow and Olsen [10] calculated \( K \) to be 3500.

The Townsend integral seems to have been developed heuristically. Nowhere did Townsend derive the integral from more fundamental physics, but, it appears, from the concept of the electron avalanche, an obviously exponential phenomenon.

C. High-Frequency Corona

After the British invention of the cavity magnetron in 1940 came a series of developments on both sides of the Atlantic that increased the power and efficiency of microwave devices by orders of magnitude [11]. It soon became apparent that a limit to further development was the electrical breakdown of air in cavities and transmission lines.

As the jet age dawned and high-power communications and sensors found their way onto air vehicles, a new problem arose: the breakdown of air around antennas. The onset of corona in high-power RF systems often resulted in the loss of function, interference to other systems, and damage. The earliest report of voltage breakdown of airborne antennas is found in the U.S. Army’s records of German scientific research before World War II [12]. Just after the war, Posin [13] related that “during the course of the radar work at the Radiation Laboratory, M.I.T., serious problems were posed by undesired sparking of radiofrequency components when high power emanated from magnetrons.” In 1948, Herlin and Brown [14]–[16] summarized the work at the Radiation Laboratory and published a diffusion theory of high-frequency gas breakdown that accurately predicted breakdown in coaxial structures and cylindrical cavities. The most significant work in the three decades after the war was performed by Brown et al. at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology [17], [18], Chown et al. at Stanford Research Institute [19]–[25], and Fante et al. at Aviation Corporation (AVCO) [26]–[34].

The two phenomena—power frequency and RF corona—are markedly different. They occur at different electric field intensities; the corona produced by high-frequency excitation is brighter than that produced by power frequency excitation; the two phenomena occur in very different systems. On the other hand, both are the result of ionization by electron collision. We will argue that both phenomena are explained by the same theory and that the notable differences are due to different electron loss mechanisms.

II. Theory

In his 1965 paper on microwave breakdown, Fante [26, Appendix] derived the electron continuity equation from the Boltzmann transport equation

\[ \frac{\partial n}{\partial t} = -\nabla \cdot \Gamma + (\nu_i - \nu_a) n \]  

(4)

where \( n \) is the electron density, \( \Gamma \) is the electron current density, \( \nu_i \) and \( \nu_a \) are the electron ionization and attachment frequencies, respectively. The electron current density is

\[ \Gamma = \langle V \rangle n - \mu E n - \nabla D n \]  

(5)

where \( V \) is the velocity of the gas, \( \mu \) is the electron mobility, and \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient. The three terms on the right-hand side of (5) are, respectively, convection, drift, and diffusion. For the purposes of this study, we have excluded convection because most antennas of interest are behind radomes and in relatively still air. Herlin and Brown [14] state that in a microwave discharge, in which the excitation frequency is relatively large, drift is oscillatory and does not contribute to electron transport. Thus, the only significant loss mechanism is diffusion. However, at lower frequencies, drift becomes the dominant loss mechanism because electron motion during a half-cycle is large enough to remove electrons from the region of ionization.

A. Low-Frequency Corona

When electron drift is the dominant loss mechanism, then

\[ \Gamma = \mu E n \]  

(6)

and (4) becomes

\[ \frac{\partial n}{\partial t} = -\nabla \cdot (-\mu E n) + \nu n \]  

(7)

where \( \nu \) is the net electron ionization frequency and represents the difference between ionization and attachment frequencies

\[ \nu = \nu_i - \nu_a. \]  

(8)

The criterion for corona onset corresponds to the right-hand side of (7) becoming positive in the vicinity of the monopole (see the Appendix). The electron continuity equation may be solved by a separation of variables. Let

\[ n(r, t) = n_r(r)n_i(t) \]  

(9)

and the solution to the left-hand side of (7) becomes

\[ n_i(t) = e^{\lambda t}. \]  

(10)

3Mehlhardt’s report dates back to 1937, well before the introduction of airborne radar on German military aircraft in 1940 [11]. The reported breakdown probably had to do with high-frequency radio equipment.
Nascent electron density will decay if \( \lambda \) is negative, but as \( \lambda \) becomes positive, electron density will grow exponentially and corona will form. Corona onset is described by the boundary between the two behaviors, \( \lambda = 0 \), and therefore, by the homogeneous ordinary differential equation

\[ -\nabla \cdot (-\mu E n_r) + \nu n_r = 0. \]  

(11)

The electric field in the vicinity of an infinite cylindrical conductor is assumed to be predominantly radial [35]

\[ E(r) \approx \frac{E_0 r_0}{r}, \quad \text{for } r \geq r_0 \]  

(12)

where \( E_0 \) is the electric field intensity at the surface of the monopole and \( r_0 \) is the radius of the monopole. Breakdown is described as

\[ \frac{\mu}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( \frac{E_0 r_0 n_r}{r} \right) + \nu n_r = 0 \]  

(13)

or

\[ \frac{n'_r}{n_r} = -\frac{\nu}{\mu E(r)}. \]  

(14)

Integrating over \( r \) and choosing as the limits of integration the surface of the electrode and the ionization boundary, \( r_0 \) and \( r_1 \), respectively, we have

\[ \frac{n_r(r_1)}{n_r(r_0)} = \exp \left[ \int_{r_1}^{r_0} \frac{\nu}{\mu E(r)} dr \right]. \]  

(15)

In order to be a useful predictor of corona onset, (15) is empirically calibrated [see (3)]. At sufficiently high pressures where electron motion under the influence of an electric field is described in terms of drift velocity and mobility, the net ionization frequency \( \nu \) can be stated in terms of the ionization and attachment coefficients and drift velocity [36], [37]

\[ \nu = (\alpha - \eta) v_d = (\alpha - \eta) \mu E \]  

(16)

and so

\[ n_r(r_1) = n_r(r_0) \exp \left[ \int_{r_1}^{r_0} \frac{(\alpha - \eta)}{p} dp \right] \]  

(17)

which is the Townsend integral.

**B. High-Frequency Corona**

At high frequency where diffusion is the dominant electron loss mechanism

\[ \Gamma = -\nabla D n_r, \]  

(18)

and (4) becomes

\[ \frac{\partial n}{\partial t} = \nabla^2 D n + \nu n. \]  

(19)

Since the diffusion coefficient \( D \) varies slowly as a function of the electric field intensity, i.e., \( D \nabla^2 n \gg n \nabla^2 D \), so

\[ \frac{\partial n}{\partial t} \approx D \nabla^2 n + \nu n. \]  

(20)

By separation of variables, the criterion for corona onset is described in cylindrical coordinates by the homogeneous ordinary differential equation

\[ \frac{\partial^2 n_r}{\partial \rho^2} + \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial n_r}{\partial \rho} + \nu \frac{n_r}{D} = 0 \]  

(21)

which is Bessel’s equation and has Bessel functions of integer order for solutions.

With appropriate boundary conditions, it is possible, in principle, to derive a nontrivial solution of (21) by the use of Cramer’s rule. In several papers by Herlin and Brown [14]–[16], breakdown is calculated between coaxial cylinders. The walls of the inner and outer cylinders are natural boundaries where the electron density \( n_r \) vanishes. Fante et al. [32] derived similar breakdown conditions for coaxial cylinders but with the provision that the distance between them is so great that an ionization boundary may form where \( \nu = \nu_i - \nu_a = 0 \). In such a case, there are three natural boundaries: the two cylinder walls and the ionization boundary where there is a singularity. Fante’s approach was to form two problems with three boundaries. In the interior region where \( \nu > 0 \), \( \nu \approx \nu_i \); in the outer region where \( \nu < 0 \), \( \nu \approx \nu_a \). At the cylinder walls, the electron density vanishes, and at the ionization boundary, the solutions and their first derivatives are set equal to each other. By this means, Fante calculated the breakdown criteria to be in good agreement with experimental results. As the outer boundary becomes very large or infinite, the solution describes corona onset for an isolated monopole.

If one uses proper variables, i.e., \( E/p \) in volts per centimeter torr as a function of \( \rho = rp \) in centimeter torr, where \( E \) is the electric field intensity, \( p \) is the pressure, and \( r \) is the radius, and further, if \( \rho_0 \) describes the surface of the cylindrical monopole, \( \rho_1 \) the ionization boundary, and \( \rho_2 \) an arbitrarily large outer boundary at which the electron density vanishes, then in the ionization region \( \rho_0 < \rho < \rho_1 \), electron density is described as

\[ \frac{\partial^2 n_r}{\partial \rho^2} + \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial n_r}{\partial \rho} + \frac{\nu_i}{p} \frac{n_r}{D} = 0. \]  

(22)

The general solution is

\[ n_{r1}(\rho) = a_1 J_0(\gamma_1 \rho) + a_2 Y_0(\gamma_1 \rho) \]  

(23)

where

\[ \gamma_1 = \sqrt{\frac{\nu_i}{p}}. \]  

(24)

In the attachment region \( \rho > \rho_1 \), the expression for electron density is

\[ \frac{\partial^2 n_r}{\partial \rho^2} + \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial n_r}{\partial \rho} - \frac{\nu_a}{p} n_r = 0 \]  

(25)

and the general solution is

\[ n_{r2}(\rho) = a_3 K_0(\gamma_2 \rho) + a_4 I_0(\gamma_2 \rho) \]  

(26)

where

\[ \gamma_2 = \sqrt{\frac{\nu_a}{p}}. \]  

(27)
The applicable boundary conditions are as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
n_r(r_1) &= 0 \\
n_r(r_2) &= 0, \quad \text{as } r_2 \to \infty \\
n_r(r_1) &= n_r(r_2) \\
n'_r(r_1) &= n'_r(r_2).
\end{align*}
\]
(28)

Solutions exist for values of \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) for which
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
J_0(\gamma_1 r_0) & Y_0(\gamma_1 r_0) & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & K_0(\gamma_2 r_2) & I_0(\gamma_2 r_2) \\
J_0(\gamma_1 r_1) & Y_0(\gamma_1 r_1) & -K_0(\gamma_2 r_1) & -I_0(\gamma_2 r_1) \\
J'_0(\gamma_1 r_1) & Y'_0(\gamma_1 r_1) & -K'_0(\gamma_2 r_1) & -I'_0(\gamma_2 r_1)
\end{bmatrix}
= 0.
\]
(29)

From (29), it is possible to calculate the electric field strength corresponding to corona onset for a particular pressure and monopole radius.

III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

A. Measurement of Corona Onset at 60 Hz

Corona onset voltages were measured for a hemispherically capped monopole in a vacuum chamber as a function of pressure and temperature.

The monopole was 25 cm long with a radius of \( 3.8 \times 10^{-2} \) cm. It was made of stainless steel with a hemispherical cap. The monopole was mounted on a ground plane 15 cm in radius. Insulating material was installed on the lower 3 cm of the monopole to prevent breakdown between the monopole and the ground plane.

The vacuum chamber was a steel bell mounted on an aluminum plate. The bell was 80 cm high at the center of the dome and 30 cm in radius. The monopole was mounted in the center of the bell’s interior. The ground plane, bell, and plate were conductively bonded and referenced to the ground lead of the voltage source.

The monopole was excited with a 60-Hz source. Near the top of the monopole was an ionizing source (americum-241) that provided initial ionization for corona formation.

Before a series of measurements, the chamber, ground plane, and monopole were carefully cleaned. The monopole was repeatedly cleaned between corona events. In the preparation for a measurement, the chamber was sealed and pumped down to about 1 torr, then backfilled with air dried through a desiccant. The dry air was then pumped down to the target pressure and the chamber stabilized. Thus, the air was entirely changed between successive measurements of corona onset. Both temperature and pressure in the chamber were recorded.

The exciting voltage was stepped in increments of about 1% until corona was noted. The voltage was held at each step for 5 s or more to allow time for corona onset. With the aid of the ionizing source, corona was established in much less than a second upon reaching the corona onset voltage.

Corona onset was detected using the unaided human eye per the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard C29.1 [38]. The area near the chamber’s view port was thoroughly darkened and the observer’s eyes were allowed to adjust to the darkness. Corona inception was consistently observed on the surface of the cylindrical section of the monopole. The radius of the corona varied inversely with pressure but did not extend to the walls or floor of the vacuum chamber.

Measurements were made at 22 pressures between 1 and 150 torr.

1) Finite-Element Analysis of Surface Electric Field: A finite-element analysis of the monopole, ground plane, and vacuum chamber was performed to correlate the excitation voltage with the electric field intensity on the surface of the monopole. Fig. 1 shows the geometry used in the analysis. The analysis was performed using COMSOL Multiphysics software [39] in an axisymmetric mode. The ratio of electric field intensity at the surface of the monopole to potential at the drive point was calculated to be 15.4 V/cm per volt.
2) Results: Fig. 2 compares the predictions of corona onset with the measurements at 60 Hz. The data are presented in proper variables, i.e., $E/p$ in volts per centimeter torr as a function of $rp$ in centimeter torr. The small divergence between measurement and prediction below $rp = 0.1$ cm-torr is due to granularity in the measurement of pressure.

Pressure was corrected for temperature using the formula

$$p = p_{\text{observed}} \left( \frac{288.15}{273 + T} \right)$$

where $T$ is the temperature in degrees centigrade.

The results confirm that a value of the Townsend integral, $K = 3500$, is a good predictor of corona onset at 60 Hz for cylindrical geometries over the range $0.1 < rp < 10$ cm-torr.

The 60-Hz corona onset criterion predicted by (17) can be fitted to a second-order polynomial curve valid over the range $0.1 < rp < 100$ cm-torr with a correlation coefficient $R^2 = 0.999$

$$y = 0.049x^2 - 0.587x + 6.03$$
$$x = \ln(rp) \text{ cm} \cdot \text{torr}$$
$$y = \ln(E_0/p) \text{ V/cm} \cdot \text{torr}.$$  

B. Measurement of Corona Onset at 300 MHz

Corona onset voltages were measured for the hemispherically capped monopole in a vacuum chamber as a function of pressure and temperature. The frequency 300 MHz was chosen because a monopole resonant at that frequency fit the available vacuum apparatus.

The monopole was the same as used in the measurement of corona onset at 60 Hz. The monopole was mounted on a ground plane a 70-cm square that served as the floor of the vacuum chamber. Paraffin was molded on the lower 5 cm of the monopole to prevent breakdown between the monopole and the ground plane.

The vacuum chamber was completed with a glass bell. The bell was 78 cm high at the center of the dome and 23 cm in radius. The monopole was mounted in the center of the bell’s interior on the vacuum plate. The protocols for cleaning the apparatus and exchanging air were the same as used in the 60-Hz measurements.

The monopole was excited with a signal source and RF amplifier at 300 MHz (see Fig. 3). Ultraviolet illumination from a mercury vapor arc promoted electron production at the surface of the antenna. The RF excitation was increased slowly until corona was noted. With the aid of the ultraviolet source, corona was established in much less than a second upon reaching the corona onset voltage.

Corona onset was detected using the unaided human eye per ANSI Standard C29.1 [38]. The chamber was located in a darkened, shielded room and the observer’s eyes were allowed to adjust to the darkness before attempting measurements. Corona inception was consistently observed along the upper 2 cm of the cylindrical portion of the monopole. The corona was quite intense but was confined within a centimeter of the monopole.

Measurements were made at 14 pressures between 5 and 100 torr.

1) Numerical Analysis of Surface Electric Field: An analysis of the monopole and ground plane was performed using the numerical electromagnetic code (NEC) [40] to correlate the antenna current distribution with the electric field intensity at the surface of the monopole. The electric field at the surface of
the monopole is dominated by the quasi-static component \([35]\) and is calculated either from an estimate of the antenna’s charge distribution or by extrapolating the calculated near electric field to the surface assuming \(1/r\) dependence \([22]\). The ratio of the electric field intensity at the top of the monopole to the drive point current was calculated to be \(2180 \text{ V/cm per ampere} \) at \(300 \text{ MHz}\). The drive point current was calculated from a measurement of input power and antenna impedance.

2) Results: Fig. 4 compares the predictions of corona onset with the measurements at \(300 \text{ MHz}\). Pressure was corrected for temperature. The results confirm that at \(300 \text{ MHz}\), the electron continuity equation with only the diffusion loss term is a good predictor of corona onset for isolated, cylindrical geometries below \(1 \text{ eV}\). Truby \([44]\) has measured the three-body electron attachment coefficient \([44]\) is not a function of pressure for average electron energies above \(1 \text{ eV}\), it is a function of molecular oxygen density squared as early as 1915, Ryan and Marx \([41]\) noted that the corona onset voltage for nonuniform fields was significantly lower at \(100 \text{ kHz}\) than at \(60 \text{ Hz}\) though they did not explain the difference. Brown and MacDonald \([17]\) describes limits to the diffusion theory of microwave breakdown, one of which may explain a transition from drift-controlled corona onset to diffusion-controlled corona onset as frequency is increased from \(60 \text{ Hz}\). They described an oscillation amplitude limit that applies when an electron drifts from its point of origin to the walls of the cavity or vacuum chamber in a half-cycle. Since the electric field is both time-varying and nonuniform, the calculation of this limit for a particular application is not simple. A first-order estimate is obtained for the steel bell used in the \(60 \text{ Hz}\) measurements by noting that electron drift is on the order of \(10^7 \text{ cm/s} \) \([42]\) and that the radius of the chamber is \(30 \text{ cm} \), yielding a nominal transit time of \(3 \times 10^{-6} \text{ s}\). Thus, at frequencies less than about \(70 \text{ kHz}\), electron loss by drift to the walls might be expected.

If, however, the monopole is truly isolated, drift might affect corona onset. To the degree that electrons are transported past the ionization boundary during a portion of the excitation cycle, they cease momentarily to contribute to ionization. A calculation of electron motion using the electron drift velocity data of Ryzko \([42]\) shows electrons in our experiment drifted outside the region of ionization for values of \(r_p > 3 \text{ cm-torr}\) although no marked change in corona onset was observed.

If, however, electrons that drift across the ionization boundary were never to return, the effect on corona onset could be similar to that ascribed to the oscillation amplitude limit. In the air outside the ionization boundary, the only potential electron loss mechanisms are recombination or attachment. Since few positive ions exist before corona onset, attachment would seem to be the sole candidate of electron loss.

Chanin et al. \([43]\) explain that at electron energies greater than about \(1 \text{ eV} (E/p > 4 \text{ V/cm-torr})\), two-body attachment processes dominate in air, both radiative and dissociative

\[
e + O_2 \rightarrow O^- + h\nu \text{ or } e + O_2 \rightarrow (O_2)_{\text{unstable}} \rightarrow O + O^- + \text{kinetic energy} \,
\]

(33)

But at electron energies less than \(1 \text{ eV}\), three-body attachment processes dominate in air, e.g.,

\[
e + O_2 + O_2 \rightarrow O_2^- + O_2^*.
\]

(34)

Furthermore, they state that while the attachment coefficient \(\eta/p\) is not a function of pressure for average electron energies above \(1 \text{ eV}\), it is a function of molecular oxygen density squared below \(1 \text{ eV}\). Truby \([44]\) has measured the three-body electron attachment coefficient \(k\) for \(O_2\) and shown that it is insensitive to electron energy but is a function of gas temperature, as shown in Table I.

The time dependence of electron density due to attachment is \([44]\)

\[
\frac{\partial n}{\partial t} = -k[O]^2 n
\]

(35)
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature, °K</th>
<th>( k, \text{ cm}^6 \text{ s}^{-1} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>( 7.2 \times 10^{-31} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>( 1.5 \times 10^{-30} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>( 2.1 \times 10^{-30} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( p, \text{ torr} )</th>
<th>( [O_2], \text{ cm}^{-3} )</th>
<th>( \tau_a, \text{ s} )</th>
<th>( f_r, \text{ Hz} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>( 3.28 \times 10^{16} )</td>
<td>( 4.65 \times 10^{-4} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>( 6.55 \times 10^{17} )</td>
<td>( 1.17 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 000 ft</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>( 1.33 \times 10^{18} )</td>
<td>( 3.78 \times 10^{-7} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

Measurements of corona onset for an isolated cylindrical monopole at both power frequency and RF are in good agreement with predictions developed from the electron continuity equation over a large range of air density and cylinder radius.

The frequency at which drift-controlled corona onset changes to diffusion-controlled corona onset may be a function of electron attachment outside the ionization boundary. If so, estimates of a transition frequency are made for our isolated monopole. The transition has not been observed experimentally and remains an object of future research.

Since most instances of corona on aircraft involve nonuniform fields, the criteria reported here have been very useful in creating corona-free designs for antennas and transmission lines in high-power RF systems. The criteria have also proved useful in scaling pressure and electric field intensity for the purposes of test.

APPENDIX

The electron continuity equation (4) can be solved, in principle, by separation of variables. Let

\[
n(r, t) = n_r(r) n_t(t),
\]

where \( n_0 \) is an initial electron density and \( \tau_a \) is the characteristic time of attachment.

Using the electron attachment data of Chatterton and Craggs [45], the electron drift measurements of Ryzko [42], and the three-body electron attachment coefficients of Truby [44], we calculated the characteristic times of attachment as a function of distance from the monopole (see Fig. 6) for the two extreme pressures of the 300-MHz measurement. It is seen to vary from about \( 10^{-7} \) to \( 10^{-3} \) s. But, because the drift velocity is more nearer the monopole owing to the higher electric field, electrons will pass the ionization boundary and the region of the two-body attachment in about \( 10^{-7} \) s or less and slow as they enter the region of the three-body attachment. Attachment outside the ionization boundary is dominated by three-body processes.

If one assumes that near-total loss of electrons by attachment will have an effect indistinguishable from loss of electrons by drift to the walls of the vacuum chamber or cavity, then that frequency \( f_r \) for which a half-cycle corresponds to \( 3\tau_a \) (a 95% loss) may be a good indicator of transition between drift-controlled corona onset and diffusion-controlled corona onset. Table II shows the calculated estimates of transition frequency for the two extreme pressures in the 300-MHz experiment as well as for conditions in flight [46].
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